
MTT Aluhall
OVERVIEW
The Aluhall is an extendable clear span portable frame structure 
manufactured from a high grade aluminium alloy and covered with PVC 
fabric.
The roofs and fabric walling which are in sec�ons, slide through grooves 
that are extruded in both sides of the aluminium, by their keder edging.  
There is a variety of wallings to choose from; 
Fabric, solid insulated, ABS, glass panels, doors ( single-double-glass,)

Op�onal Extras:
Flooring, ligh�ng, draping, tables, chairs, hammers, peg pullers ,A/C. 

SELLING POINTS:
Ÿ Because of the extruded aluminium frame, the fabric roof and walling sec�ons can be pulled through the 

frame from the ground making assembling quick and easy without ladders.
Ÿ This also eliminates the need not having to lace the sec�ons together thus saving erec�on �me.
Ÿ Maintenance is low because the frame is Aluminium therefore no rust.
Ÿ The roof panels have special erec�on bags that keep the fabric from touching the ground cu�ng down 

cleaning of fabric.
Ÿ The panels can be removed independently without having to drop the frame in the case of cleaning or 

repairing.

STANDARD SIZES:
Ÿ Alu Party Tent comes in widths of 3m- 6m - 9m and 10m and extends in 3m bays.
Ÿ The Alu-Hall ranges in width from 10m to 50m and extends in modules of 5m.

USES: 
The Alu-Hall is designed to be used in most applica�ons requiring a free-standing and clearspan alterna�ve, from 
the smallest walkway to the largest corporate func�on, indoor spor�ng events, weddings and warehousing.
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